ACTIVITIES

- Librarians created new orientation for incoming students and new PBL module using mobile resources. Both well received.
- Library Director appointed to an NLM site review team.
- Library participated in a study evaluating use by researchers to help set F&A rate. Results showed increased use since FY07.
- New lunchtime History of Medicine lecture series created by Hartford Medical Society Historical librarian. Well attended.
- Library staff presented mobile resources workshop at NEGEA.
- Spring reception for SCP Faculty included library workshops. Received excellent evaluations – they want more.
- Created procedure to allow CICATS community researchers to access library resources.

KEY STATISTICS

- 961,575 Virtual visits to library resources
- 181,338 People entering the library
- 10,920 Student use of Shafer study rooms after hours
- 13,308 In-depth questions answered by library staff